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Letter from Apostle 

Greetings! I am greatly enjoying the sounds from our 
Oracles of our house. We are a blessed family to have 
such pure hearted voices coming out of this place. As of 
this writing, August 28th, I was struct by what Oracle 
Elijah Ward spoke of this past Wednesday night. I 
enjoyed the entirety of his ministry but one word hit me 
deep within my heart. It was the part where he 
referenced the Teshuvah. This word in Hebrew means to 
return to the original state. It’s memorialized in Israel 
where the Fathers watched the horizon for the return of 
the promised word.

Let us stand with anticipation and great expectation 
looking into the horizon of this upcoming day knowing we 
have fulfilled our part. Now we are awaiting the glorious 
manifestation of the promises of Yahweh. 
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Let us hold onto the Tzitzit of the four corners of the 
horizon of this new month. It will be worth it all.
1 Thessalonians 5:24 “He who calls you is faithful, who 
also will do it.”
Standing, looking, anticipating with great expectation,
Aaron
From the Melchizedek order

Aaron
A Zadok Priest From The Order Of Melchizedek
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If you would have told me last year that 
this year would look like this...I wouldn’t 
have believed you! In one year the world 
has been turned upside down. People 
have been turned against each other 
because of strong opinions opposing 
one other. Babylon is literally imploding 
itself! 

There is NO BETTER TIME than NOW 
to rise together in unity. I am truly 
thankful for all of you, my church family. 
We were born for such a time as this! 
Let’s be there for one another to help 
rise up when someone is down, to 
rejoice when someone is rejoicing. We 
are all in this together and I am SO 
THANKFUL! We have a tribe, a place to 
call home. So let’s rally together! 
Yahweh is good and HIS FAITHFUL 
LOVE endures FOREVER! 

Much love, 
Jessica Wright 

“that there should be no schism in the body, 
but that the members should have the same 
care for one another. And if one member 
suffers, all the members suffer with it; or if 
one member is honored, all the members 
rejoice with it.” 

I Corinthians 12:25-26 NKJV 

“How truly wonderful and delightful to see 
brothers and sisters living together in sweet 
unity! It’s as precious as the sacred scented 
oil flowing from the head of the high priest 
Aaron, dripping down upon his beard and 
running all the way down to the hem of his 
priestly robes. This heavenly harmony can 
be compared to the dew dripping down from 
the skies upon Mount Hermon, refreshing the 
mountain slopes of Israel. For from this 
realm of sweet harmony God will release his 
eternal blessing, the promise of life forever!” 

Psalms 133:1-3 TPT 
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REMNANT RISING
SEPT 21-26

Gates of Zion 30th Anniversary Celebration
 Reschedule to the weekend of October 17-18
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